OVERVIEW
We help you understand complex data across disparate systems and transform that data into
meaningful and actionable information. Our integration strategies are built on the highest-level
commitment to data quality, data normalization and data exchange protocols. Our understanding
of data-science and systems delivers a more reliable and valuable integration solution, putting
the right data and insights at the fingertips of the decision maker at the right time.

SERVICES
Data Security: We comply with all data

security protocols including the HIPAA
Security Rule regarding Protected Health
Information (PHI) for data storage and
transmission and provide strong encryption
for both data at rest and data in motion.
All data in motion is encrypted using the
SSL/TLS protocol.
Programming Interfaces: We use proven
standard mechanisms such as API calls,
ETL pipelines or flat file processes to
extract data from disparate solutions
and systems. Items are normalized and
coded items are translated to a common
coding system before being made
available to downstream consumers.

Data Integrity & Auditing: We allow
for items to be traced back to their
original source based on metadata
from the sending system. We archive
original messages as provided by the
data source and before modification/
translation. We provide full event audit
transparency throughout.

Data Processing: Our team
deploys flexible data processing
methods. Data can arrive
in real time, as batches, or
can be fetched on demand
depending on the capabilities
of each data source.

Data Quality: We use a full suite of intuitive development tools and
business workflow to develop complex data transformations including;
Inbound and/or outbound transformations to HL7 v2, CCD/CDA
and FHIR; FHIR, IHE profiles or proprietary APIs such as RESTful
services. For complex customizations we use supported APIs to
integrate logic written in Java, Python, .Net, or other languages.
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